Chapter 3
INTELLEGENDA (“Objectives”)
Upon completion of this chapter, students should be able to:
1. Recognize, form, and translate second declension masculine nouns and adjectives.
2. Define the term “apposition” and state the rule for agreement of two words in
apposition.
3. Discuss and apply basic rules of Latin word order.
GRAMMATICA ET VOCABULA NOVA (“New Grammar and Vocabulary”)
Review all vocabulary first (http://www.flashcardexchange.com/tag/wheelock using
search criteria “liberty classical school” in the “tags matching” search window). Then,
review all new grammar before completing the sentence translation (Latin to English
only) homework.
PRACTICE AND REVIEW
1. Filium nautae Romani in agris videmus.
We see the Roman sailor's son (the son of the Roman sailor) in the fields. (Typical
word order, with gen. noun following the noun it modifies and the prep. phrase
preceding the vb.; remember that nauta is m. and thus requires a m. adj.)
2. Pueri puellas hodie vocant.
The boys are calling (inviting) the girls today.
3. Sapientiam amicarum, O filia mea, semper laudat.
(Oh) my daughter, he (she) is always praising his (her) friends’ intelligence. (A
good example of a context in which the possessive adj., “his/her,” should be supplied;
the interj. O was commonly used with a voc. noun in Lat., but may be omitted in Eng.,
where it is less idiomatic.)
4. Multi viri et feminae philosophiam antiquam conservant.
Many men and women are preserving (maintaining) the ancient philosophy.
(Multus, like other adjs. of number and size, often precedes its noun; in gender it here
agrees with the nearer of the two nouns that it modifies.)
5. Si ira valet, O mi fili, saepe erramus et poenas damus.
If anger prevails, (oh) my son, we often go astray (make mistakes) and pay the
price.
6. Fortuna viros magnos amat.
Fortune (luck, circumstance) loves (favors) great men.
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7. Agricola filiabus pecuniam dat.
The farmer is giving his daughters money. (The -abus ending is used with filia and
some other f. nouns, e.g., dea, “goddess,” vs. deus, “god, ” to clarify the gender of
the otherwise ambiguous dat. and abl. pl. forms.)
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